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New powerful lithium battery
Autonomy up to 2000 steps up and down*
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new lithium battery

> intuitive user panel 

> handier than a standard handtruck

> extremely lightweight machine: 35.2 lbs without battery

> new powerful lithium battery with state-of-charge 
    indicator. Autonomy up to 2000 steps up and down*

> extremely lightweight lithium battery - only 3.5 lbs

> step light for poor light conditions

> extremely fast - up to 48 steps/min,
    depending on the model

> 2 speed levels: slow/fast

> intelligent lifting unit starts automatically 
    during downstair operation

> choose from hinged or fixed toe plate

> toe plate made of high-strength aluminum

> friction clutch and electronic overload protection

> for all types of stairs, even on spiral staircases 
    and narrow landings

> large pneumatic tires or upgrade to puncture-proof tires

> foldable - fits easily into most vehicle trunks or backends

ADVANTAGES 
AT A GLANCE

MODEL 110 140 170

climbing speed (max.) 48 steps/min. 35 steps/min. 29 steps/min.

autonomy (max.) steps 
up and down* 2000 steps 2000 steps 2000 steps

load capacity 242.5 lbs 308.6 lbs 374.8 lbs

max. step height 8.2“ 8.2“ 8.2“

weight of base unit 
without battery 35.2 lbs 35.2 lbs 35.2 lbs

dimensions (height/
width/depth)

61“ (39.3“ folded) / 
18.9“ / 11“

61" (39.3" folded) / 
18.9" / 11"

61“ (39.3“ folded) / 
18.9“ / 11“

The NEO LiftKar SAL FOLD is ideal for transporting loads such as 
stoves, fireplaces, tiles, washing machines, gas bottles, refrigerators 
and much more up and down stairs. The patented folding mechanism 
enables the stairclimber to be balanced ideally in relation to the load.

new intuitive user panel

new step light

UP

DOWN

AUTONOMY 
2000 STEPS*

SAL FOLD

*sum up/down


